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FIRE READINESS  
ON PASSAGE  
ISLAND

AUGUST 2019

Passage Island is not served by municipal fire services 
and therefore there are no trained first responders 
like we are used to in the City. While help will be 
dispatched after a 911 call, Passage Islanders will be 
on their own for a considerable period of time if/when 
we face an uncontrolled fire on the island.  

The Island has experienced fire before. There was 
a house fire in November of 2001 on Lot 15 that 
started when a generator beside the house caught on 
fire. Unfortunately the owner was seriously hurt but 

luckily the fire didn’t spread to the forest because 
it occurred in the rainy season. Following that fire, 
many pumps were purchased and fire readiness has 
been a frequent topic of conversation. 

In the spring and summer of 2017 islanders  
engaged in fire readiness discussions in person 
and on-line and received fire training from Metro 
Vancouver staff. This brochure summarizes those 
discussions and learning and builds on the initial 
readiness efforts by:

OUTLINING THE PROCEDURES FOR FIGHTING A FIRE ON PASSAGE ISLAND

PROVIDING AN OVERVIEW OF FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT RELEVANT FOR PASSAGE ISLAND

INTRODUCING INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL FIRES SPECIFIC TO PASSAGE ISLAND

SUMMARIZING HOW TO PREPARE FOR A FIRE ON PASSAGE ISLAND
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PROCEDURES FOR 
FIGHTING A FIRE

The order of your actions will depend on each unique 
situation and your judgement – you will want to 
consider the following – are you and your family safe, 
is the fire small enough that you can you handle it on 
your own (smaller than a hockey net), do you have 
family members that need help getting to safety, is 
there help nearby, is it dry season, and which way is 
the wind blowing?

Inside:

•  Assess safety – is the fire small enough for you  
to put out by yourself? 

•  Use Fire Extinguisher (or water) 

•  Notify neighbours – 3 air horn blasts (or more), 
calling, texting, knocking on doors

•  Call 911

•  Use a hose attached to your home’s water system

•  Use a fire hose attached to a fire pump that uses 
water from the ocean

Stovetop Grease Fire:

•  Assess safety – is the fire small enough for you  
to put out by yourself ?

•  Use ABC Fire Extinguisher (no water)

•  Turn off heat source – a grease fire needs heat  
to stay alive 

•  Use oven mitts to put on lid or cookie sheet to 
remove oxygen source (no blanket)

•  Baking soda (no flour) – for a small fire to remove 
oxygen source

•  Notify neighbours – 3 air horn blasts (or more), 
calling, texting, knocking on doors

•  Call 911

•  Use a hose attached to your home’s water system

•  Use a fire hose attached to a fire pump that uses 
water from the ocean

Outside:

•  Assess safety – is the fire small enough for you  
to put out by yourself? 

•  Notify neighbours – 3 air horn blasts (or more), 
calling, texting, knocking on doors

•  Call 911

•  Shovel dirt on fire

•  Water bucket from trail

•  Use a hose attached to your home’s water system

•  Use a fire hose attached to a fire pump that uses 
water from the ocean

WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS A FIRE ON PASSAGE ISLAND
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Passage Island is covered by EComm 911. The caller 
should use their lot number as their address, for 
example: #1 Passage Island. If the 911 call taker 
does not know where Passage Island is ask for 
Surrey Fire Dispatch (they dispatch the neighbouring 
municipalities [West Van and Bowen], so are familiar 
with the area). 

Remember that there is no support for structure fires, 
just interface fires where fire has spread to the forest 
and grass. So make sure you say there is an interface 
fire or forest fire not a house fire. There is a Wildland 
fire team from May to October that could be deployed 
in concert with the BC Wildfire Service and the Coast 
Guard could potentially assist with a fireboat, however 

If a fire starts in the summer it could sweep through 
the whole island in minutes. Crowning forest fires often 
spread at up to 5.5 kilometres per hour, with spotting 
as far as 2 kilometres ahead. Wind blown grass fires 
can spread at speeds up to 8.5 kilometres per hour. 
Your first reaction if there were a fire should be to 

We are all responsible for the first line of defence on 
our own properties. Therefore every property should 
consider purchasing a pump to ensure you can protect 
your home. If a fire extinguisher is not doing the job 
your next options include:

•	 	a garden hose which	is	attached	to	your  
house water pump which	draws	water	from	
your house tanks (low	flow/limited	water);

•	 	a fire hose attached	to	your fire pump which	draws	

both of these actions require emergency personal to 
visually confirm that there is a fire – for example if 
they see smoke from the mainland or from one of their 
planes/helicopters. 

In addition to 911 other numbers to have programed 
in your phone could include:

•  Metro Vancouver’s Regional Duty Officer at  
604-451-6610 can assist in coordinating 
responses by multiple agencies or providing critical 
information for emergency services

•  BC Forest Service at 1-800-663-5555 (cell *5555)

•  Coast Guard Marine Rescue Emergency Centre  
1-800-567-5111 (cell *16)

assess whether you need to get yourself and your family 
to safety. If you do need to evacuate, consider which 
way the wind is blowing. Move to the outside of the 
island to a dock, float or boat. If you don’t have a boat, 
other island and non-island boaters will be able to pick 
you up. Phone 911 as soon as your safety is assured.  

water	from	your house tanks (high	flow/limited	
water) and 

•  a fire hose attached	to	a fire pump that	draws	from	
the ocean (high	flow/lots	of	water).

Note that your water tanks are likely to melt if they  
are under or next to your house. Also note that it  
would be of benefit for you to show your neighbours 
and our fire warden (Kim Matty) where your pumps 
and hoses are and how to operate them.

CALLING 911

EVACUATING THE ISLAND

FIRST RESPONSE
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BACK-UP

FIRE WARDEN

Because you used your air horn and/or called some 
neighbours when you first spotted the fire, help 
will arrive shortly. After they check in with you they 
will be setting up a fire pump with an intake hose 
in the ocean to help you fight the fire. If there are 
enough people, more than 2 pumps could also be a 
good idea. In fire season there will be 5 communal 
pumps spread over the island – at the North end of 
the island, at the North Stairs, at West Bay, at South 
Bay and at the South end of the island. Beside each 

Passage Island has its own unofficial fire warden, 
currently Kim Matty. The role of the fire warden is to:

•  post no fire signs in accordance with BC Wildfire 
Service’s	Fire	Danger	Rating	for	the	Coastal	fire	area;

•  update the “Fire Danger Rating” sign posted on the 
frisbee	field	shed;

•  assist Passage Island residents in fire fighting 
preparation;

communal fire pump will be a garbage can containing 
hoses and attachments. 

Each of the 5 communal fire pumps has been 
“adopted” by a group of islanders who will position 
the pumps in May for the fire season, replace old gas 
with fresh and place all hoses and attachments in the 
garbage cans nearby for quick access. The adopters 
will move the communal pumps back to their assigned 
storage locations in October.

•  ensure communal equipment is maintained  
and	ready	in	fire	season;

•  have an awareness of who is on the island in case  
of	an	emergency;

•  understand the geography and ground conditions  
to	effectively	fight	a	fire;	and

•  assist islanders in the co-ordination of  
fire fighting.  
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OVERVIEW OF  
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

A Fire Pump is just a pump that pushes water from 
a water source (the ocean) to fight fires. On Passage 
Island, which does not have a water source, they are 
particularly important because they can provide an 
endless amount of seawater. For larger fires that can’t 
be put out by extinguishers, buckets and garden hoses, 
fire pumps are integral to successfully fighting or 
containing a fire. The challenges of fire pumps are that 
they are small engines that need yearly maintenance 
and fresh gas. An additional challenge for fire pumps 
is that because they push water – not suck – the hose 
leading from the ocean to the pump must be primed 

The discharge hose will deliver water from the pump 
to the fire. Typical size is 1½” in diameter however we 
have a lot of 2” hose on the island and adaptors can be 
used to attach the two. Hoses come in 2 types - weeping 
and	non-weeping.	A weeping	hose	is	designed	to	pass	

(filled with water) before use. The closer the pump is 
to the ocean the faster it can be set up.  

As of summer 2019, there are 5 large red communal 
fire pumps and 11 privately-owned fire pumps on the 
island. The summer locations of the 5 communal fire 
pumps are shown on the Passage Island Community 
Map on page 8 of this document. On page 9 is a list of 
which lot owners have private fire pumps. For islanders 
who have private pumps, it is recommended that you 
show the fire warden and a few of your neighbours 
how they work.

moisture through the wall so that it becomes damp on 
the exterior. It	is	good	to have	more	hose	that	you	think	
you need in order to provide for wide turns that the hose 
needs when it is full and to allow the fighter flexibility in 
the direction of approach in case of smoke.

FIRE PUMPS

DISCHARGE FIREHOSE
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Generally,	there	are	2	types	of	nozzles	– stream	which	
has	no	adjustment	and fog/stream	which	is	adjustable.	
Stream nozzles are good for penetration through  
a burning surface into the lower layers of a fire.  

The footvalve attaches to the end of the suction hose 
that extends into the water supply. The pump should 
not draw directly from an open water supply without 
one as it prevents foreign objects and debris from 
being	drawn	into the	system	as	well	as	helping	to	
maintain water flow into the pump. A footvalve also 
acts as a check-valve that prevents water from leaving 

Couplers are the fittings used to attach hoses, pumps 
and	nozzles	to	each	other.	A coupling	device	is	usually	
part of the component when you receive it. However, 
it may require an adapter in order to attach to a 
component of a different size or style of coupling.  
(For example if your pump uses 1 ½ inch hose you will 

The suction/intake hose connects the water supply to 
the pump. It is different from the discharge firehose in 
that it must be of a rigid structure to prevent it from 
collapsing from the suction generated by the pump. 

These are most effective when you wish to kill the 
fire that is smoldering inside materials. Fog is ideal 
for attacking	a	brush	or	grass	fire	or	knocking	down	 
a	structure	fire. 

the pump (following the rules of gravity) and returning 
to the ocean. Once the pump is actually pumping 
water,	this	is	not	a	problem.	However,	when you	are	
first attempting to start the pump or when you shut the 
pump down briefly to change the hose lay, refuel, or 
other reason, you may lose the pump’s prime and its 
ability to deliver water.

need an adaptor on one end of your hose to connect 
to the 2 inch hose common on the island.) Coupling 
methods include threaded, quarter turn quick connect 
and camlock. The 2 inch fire hoses in the frisbee field 
shed have camlock couplers.  

You	want	the length	to	be	a	short	as	possible	while	still	
accounting for the 16 foot tide difference. Care must be 
taken in handling and storage to prevent this hose from 
kinking – if it is damaged it can no longer suck efficiently.

NOZZLE

FOOTVALVE 

COUPLERS 

SUCTION/INTAKE HOSE
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With the height of many Passage lots it is important to 
realize that some pumps won’t be able to push water 
up that high. When buying a pump it is important 
to note the head of the pump which is the vertical 
distance that you are able to pump the liquid. More 
specifically, discharge head is the maximum vertical 
distance from pump to the discharge point and suction 
lift is the maximum vertical distance from the ocean 
to the pump. Total head is the sum of discharge head, 
suction lift, and friction loss.  

Important to note that head is not about the hose 
length. If your pump is rated for a maximum head of 
100 feet, this does not mean that you are restricted 
to 100 feet of hose, you could use 200 feet, so long 

There are three types of extinguishers:

•  APW – Air Pressurized Water Extinguisher – large 
silver “squirt gun” – Class A (wood) fires

•  CO2 – Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguisher – no 
pressure gauge – Class B (grease/gas) and C 
(electrical) fires

•  ABC – can deal with most types of fires – BEST 
OPTION (eg, Reinhold Max – recommended by 
Metro staff – small, biodegradable, easy to clean up)

To use an extinguisher pull the pin, aim at base of fire 
and squeeze the nozzle.  Use a sweeping motion from 
side to side.

Foam is used to extend the amount of water when 
fighting a fire. Many of the original fire pumps that 
are	on	the	island	already	were	purchased	with	foam.	 	
Foam can be used for the initial response using tank 

as	the final	discharge	point	is	not	higher	than	100	
feet above the liquid being pumped. Also note that 
atmospheric pressure limits vertical suction lift of 
pumps to 25 feet at sea level. Again, this does not 
mean	that	you	are	limited	to 25	feet	of	hose	–	you	can	
use more as long as the liquid source is not lower than 
25 feet below the pump.

Pump manufacturers express the effectiveness of 
their	pumps using	head ratings	and	also	PSI	(pounds	
per square inch). One manufacturer might state that 
the maximum head for a specific pump is 200 feet 
while a competitive pump is rated at 90 PSI. Although 
sounding quite different, they are actually the same 
thing. 1 psi = 2.3 feet head or 1 foot head = 0.433 psi.  

To care for and maintain your extinguisher:

•  Inspect extinguishers at least once a year to make 
sure the pressure is in the green zone, the pin and 
tamper seal are intact and that there are no dents, 
leaks, rust or chemical deposits  

•  For older extinguishers, shake or use a rubber mallet 
on an upturned chemical extinguisher to prevent 
powder from settling/packing 

•  Replace when necessary – at least every 10 years
 

water but once we attach a pump to the ocean we have 
an infinite supply of water and therefore do not need 
the foam anymore.

PUMP TERMINOLOGY – HEAD & PSI

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

FOAM
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Water Evacuation Point

Helicopter/Air Evacuation Point

Communal Fire Pump  
Summer Locations

Road Right of Way (Trail)

EMERGENCY CONTACTS

MEDICAL 9-1-1 
Ambulance pick-up location: 
Thunderbird Marina,  
5776 Marine Drive,  
West Vancouver or  
Coast Guard 1-800-567-5111 
(Cellular *16) - (Give Pick-up 
location Latitude/Longitude)

POLICE 9-1-1 
Ask for Bowen Island RCMP

WILDFIRE *5555 
BC Forest Service:  
Toll Free: 1-800-663-5555 

604.451.6610 
Metro Vancouver Emergency  
Duty Officer

NOTE: There is NO STRUCTURE 
FIRE PROTECTION on the island.

Map reproduced and updated from  
one provided by Metro Vancouver 
Safety, Security and Emergency 
Management Division. 
 

EMERGENCY ISLAND ALERTING SYSTEM – SOUND 3 LONG BLASTS ON AIR HORN  
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PASSAGE ISLAND COMMUNITY MAP
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LOT NAME

LOCATION ADOPTED BY

LOT NAME

5 Mulder

9 Harmer

14 Walden

29 Petrillo/Goto

30 Strigel

32 Baxter/Speedie

North End of the Island Wolfgang Strigel, Jay Goto, Chris Dragolo

North Stairs Naser Mirhosseini, Doug and Marsha Walden

West Bay Rick Speedie, Warren Driedger

South Bay Kim Matty, Craig Hennessey

South End of the Island Chris and Jen Sandy, Adam Slade

35 Horie/Richardson

46 Lloyd/Macdonald

52 Walker

54 Roberts

56 Matty

PROPERTIES WITH PRIVATELY OWNED FIRE PUMPS

LOCATIONS OF COMMUNAL FIRE PUMPS AND ADOPTERS

GUIDELINES FOR COMMUNAL FIRE PUMP ADOPTERS

•  Private pumps are not to be handled by non-owners 
unless they have given verbal permission 
(eg. to neighbours or the Fire Warden).

•  If your neighbour has a pump – check with them 
to see if you might be able to use it in the event  
of a fire.

Schedule and set-up:

•  Bring pump out of storage location in May

• Replace old gas with fresh 

• Ensure pump is set on a cement surface

• Ensure red cover is securely placed over pump 

•  Return pump to storage location in October

Equipment that must be placed by pump:

•  20-foot suction/intake hose

• 2 to 5 coils of 50-foot discharge fire hose

• Nozzle

• Couplers and wrenches
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INFORMATION ABOUT 
POTENTIAL FIRES

Any of the following could be the reason for a fire on 
Passage Island.  Which do you think is the biggest risk?

•  Cigarette butt

•  A smoldering fire that starts unnoticed in the  
peat soil

In the hot summer months Passage Island is VERY 
dry (from about June to September). In accordance 
with the Fire Danger Rating from the BC Wildfire 
Service, “no fire” signs are posted on the island at 
the North Stairs, West Bay and South Beach. During 
this time no open burning is permitted on the beach 
or your property. This means no beach or camp fires 
and no brush burning. It also means no briquettes for 

Passage’s soil is a fuel source with much of the  
soil substrate on the Island of the peat variety.  
We note this because the soil itself can ignite and 
has caught many islanders off guard – islanders  
have experienced putting out a fire and watching  
it ignite days later, sometime due to the wind  
picking up. A small controlled fire lit directly on  
the ground rather than on a rock or brick surface  

•  Campfire from kayakers

•  Barbeque briquettes

•  Generator fire

•  Kids playing with matches

•  Chimney fire

barbeques, only propane. A “Fire Danger Rating” sign 
has been posted on the frisbee field shed – the fire 
warden will keep this updated regarding the current 
fire danger status (low, moderate, high or extreme). 
To find out the current fire rating you can phone the 
Bowen Island Fire Department at 604 947-9324 
or check  http://bcfireinfo.for.gov.bc.ca/hprScripts/
WildfireNews/Bans.asp.

will travel underground for many feet. You can pour 
water on it and dig it up but you may not get deep 
enough to extinguish the peat. Even when using a 
burn barrel sparks will fall on the adjacent ground, 
start quietly smoldering, travel underground and 
spread – igniting days later. So be very careful when 
burning on the bare ground. It is best to use  
an established fire pit. 

WHAT IS MOST LIKELY TO BE THE CAUSE OF A DEVASTATING FIRE ON PI?

FIRE SEASON ON PASSAGE ISLAND

PEAT SOIL
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It’s also important to note that the large propane 
tanks that are filled by Mercury or Tyee Propane 
companies would be extremely dangerous in a fire. 
The tanks have pressure release valves that will 
release gas if the tank were to heat up in a fire. 
However there is the potential for valve malfunction 
which could result in the whole tank exploding. 

Generators can be a fire source and therefore are 
best stored away from the house in a noncombustible 
enclosure. A generator fire was the cause of the 2001 

Needless to say that you don’t want to be anywhere 
near a propane tank in a fire. Tyee and Mercury 
conduct only a visual inspection of the valve when 
they fill the tanks to ensure that it is not compromised. 
While there are currently no regulations, it is 
recommended that the pressure valves be replaced 
every 15-20 years. 

Fire on Passage Island.  Also, gasoline should not be 
stored near the generator.

PROPANE TANKS

GENERATORS
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HOW TO PREPARE  
FOR A FIRE

Make sure you have:

•	 	Fire	Extinguisher(s)	–	type	ABC;
•	 	Smoke	Detector(s);
•  Air Horn – 3 blasts (or more) for notifying 

neighbours;

•  Phone Numbers for other islanders already in  
a	group	text	or	e-mail;

•	 	Shovel;
•	 	Buckets	for	transporting	water;
•	 	Cleaned	your	chimney	and	gutters;	

•	 	Keep	it	small;
•  Select your campfire location carefully – it is best 

to use an established pit, remove all leaves, twigs 
and other flammable material from the area around 
where you plan to light your campfire and surround 
the	pit	with	rocks;

•  A water storage tank / large garbage bin on or  
near the trail (100 litres/30 gallons) with bucket 
(and	lid	to	prevent	small	animals	drowning);

•	 	Water	Pump	and	enough	hose	to	reach	the	trail;
•  Figured out the location of your main propane  

shut	off	valve;

•  Sprinkler to use on your roof  http://www.
onestopfire.com/sprinklers.htm;	and

•  talked to your kids about what to do in case  
of a fire.

•	 	Consider	if	it	is	too	windy;
•	 	Do	not	leave	a	campfire	unattended;
•	 	Keep	a	bucket	of	water	and	a	shovel	close	by;	and
•  Completely extinguish your campfire before you 

leave with water.  Stir until there are no embers and 
the ashes are cold to the touch.

HOW CAN YOU PREPARE AHEAD OF TIME IN CASE THERE IS A FIRE? 

IF YOU HAVE A CAMPFIRE:
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BC FIRESMART MANUAL

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/emergency-preparedness-
response-recovery/embc/preparedbc/homeowner-firesmart.pdf

FIRESMART CANADA

https://www.firesmartcanada.ca

CAMPFIRE GUIDELINES 
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-and-emergency-services/wildfire-status/fire-bans-and-
restrictions/bcws_campfireposter.pdf

DETAILED INFO ABOUT PUMPS 

http://www.onestopfire.com/whatisfirepump.htm

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

•  Establish a fire pit with fuel break in wet season  
or	use	a	burn	barrel;

•  Keep matches and fire making materials in a safe 
place – talk to the kids about how dangerous fire  
is	on	the	island;

(Summarized from British Columbia Firesmart Manual)

•  Removing combustible material within 10 metres 
of	your	home;

•  Place the fire pit or burn barrel far away from 
structures	and	trees;

•  Keep the area near the fire pit or burn barrel free  
of	combustible	material;	and

•  Make sure you have water buckets or hoses and  
a shovel in case fire spreads.

•  Thinning and pruning coniferous trees and cleaning 
up accumulations of fallen branches, grass and 
needles	within	10-30	metres	of	your	home;	and

•  Pruning tree branches within 2 metres of the ground.

IF YOU ARE BURNING IN YOUR YARD:

YOU CAN REDUCE THE RISK OF YOUR HOME CATCHING FIRE BY:  


